walters fencing
Fencing Equipment Specialists

PRODUCT CATALOGUE

Walters Fencing
is an innovative and growing
family owned business based
near Tamworth in north-west New
South Wales. We provide rural and
security contract fencing services
and we design and manufacture
specialised fencing equipment for
distribution throughout Australia
and beyond. The equipment
has been tried and tested in the
demanding field of contract fencing
and this in-field testing ensures a
high quality product that will benefit
both the contractor and the farmer.

THE BLUE JENNY WIRE SPINNER
The Blue Jenny Wire Spinner is a one piece robust wire spinner built to
reduce frustrating tangles and take some of the angst out of fencing.
The main features and benefits are:

•

•

•
To find out more about our
products, please visit our website.
> www.waltersfencing.com.au
* Please note that prices were current
at time of printing and are subject to
change. Please check our website for
current pricing.

BLUE JENNY WIRE SPINNER

A wire pickup arm that lifts the wire out of the coil and helps to stop
the “pull through the coil” tangle. This is the first point to thread the
wire when opening a new coil.
A drive ring that allows the wire to drive the spinner. After having
passed through the pickup arm roller the wire is wrapped around
the drive ring once before passing through the brake arm. As the
wire is pulled, the loop around the drive ring pulls tight and transfers
energy and starts the spinner turning. This leaves the coil loose and
undisturbed.
The brake arm is the next place to thread the wire. The brake is
deactivated when tension is applied to the wire and the brake
activated when you stop pulling on the wire or driving forward. This
means easy pulling and no over spin tangles. The brake has a two
stage setting to allow you to fine tune the braking intensity.

The Blue Jenny Wire Spinner is equally able to sit on the ground or in the
back of the ute/trailer, as a single or part of a stacked module.
PRODUCT PRICE: $900.00 + GST & DELIVERY
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NETTING ROLLER AND HYDRAULIC POWERED WIRE WINDERS
Our netting roller and hydraulic powered wire winders come in two styles; a barrel type roller for netting, hinged
joint and ringlock based fences and a reel type winder for plain and barbed wires. Our range consists of one roller
and three different winder models.

Netting Roller
The Netting Roller is designed to mount to the front of
a skid steer loader, tractor front end loader or even a
3-point tractor linkage. The Netting Roller is heavy-built,
designed to handle all types of fence and can even pull
netting out of the ground and roll it up. The Netting
Roller also has a plain/barbed wire rolling accessory that
will convert the roller into a plain wire winder.
PRODUCT PRICE: PRICE: $8,100.00 + GST & DELIVERY
Price does not include mounting plate and fitting.

Wire Winder - Contractor Model
The Contractor Model is a 3-point linkage or fork
mounted wire winder with a separate spool valve and
fully guarded mechanism. This unit is operated at the
winder and is the first choice if you have a lot of fence
removal to undertake. All operations take place at the
winder which increases efficiency. The winder can
handle multiple barbed wires or multiple plain wires
and includes a wire grab to stop the wire unspooling
when winder stops. The finished rolls slide easily off
the tapered guides to allow quick turnaround when
pulling wires. The completed roll size is designed to be
compatible with standard wire spinners to enable re-use
of the wire.
PRODUCT PRICE: $4,380.00 + GST & DELIVERY

CONTRACTOR MODEL

NETTING ROLLER

Wire Winder - Farm Model
The Farm Model is a lower cost alternative wire winder
that is 3-point linkage or fork mounted but operated
from the tractor cabin. This model does not have the full
guard around the winder due to the remote operation
of this unit. All other aspects of the winder remain the
same as the Contractor Model.
PRODUCT PRICE: $3,350.00 + GST & DELIVERY

FARM MODEL
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Wire Winder - Hand Powered Model
The Hand Powered Wire Winder is a compact light weight solution to
winding up old fence wire or temporary electric fencing wire. The winder will
attach to most tray sides to negate the need to have a tractor on site. The
winder can be used to wind up plain wire or barbed wire and the finished
coil is easily removed on completion. This is great piece of kit for those small
jobs or space or where terrain imposes limits on access by larger machinery.
PRODUCT PRICE: $685.00 + GST & DELIVERY

THE PR 25 POST RACK

HAND POWERED

The PR 25 is the latest development
of our star post rack. This was the
piece of equipment that originally
opened up the potential of our
fencing system. Using multiple wire
spinners and pre-threading star
posts in a post rack we could triple
the distance of fence we could build
with no extra labour input.
The PR 25 is designed as a module
with a 25 post capacity. Up to 4
modules can be bolted together
on a standard trailer to give an
overall capacity of 100 star posts.
PR 25 POST RACK
At 5m post centres, this enables
construction of 500m of fence in
one pass. The PR 25 is designed to fit all standard star posts (Australian and imported) of good quality manufacture.
We have conversion kits available to suit Waratah JIO star posts and JIO Maxi posts also. Good quality second hand
posts with the same hole spacing will also fit.
PRODUCT PRICE: $650.00 (PER MODULE) + GST & DELIVERY

THE BLUE JENNY MODULE STACKER
The Blue Jenny Module Stacker holds up to three Blue
Jenny wire spinners to enable multiple wires to be run at
the same time. If you need to run more than three wires
you can sit extra spinners nearby or run two stackers
side by side. The magazine style loading means you can
load one spinner at a time regardless of how much wire
remains in the other spinners.
PRODUCT PRICE: $320.00 + GST & DELIVERY

MODULE STACKER

CONTACT DETAILS
Mobile: 02 6766 6693 | Email: admin@waltersfencing.com.au | Website: www.waltersfencing.com.au
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